Offering Overview

Create an adaptable,
customer-centric, digital
supply chain

DXC Supply Chain Management

for Oracle Cloud
Benefits
• Logical, prepackaged
solution to demonstrate value
possibilities
• Minimal or zero customizations
and reporting effort
• Faster deployments, scalable
and adaptable
• Low-cost starting point and
predictable pricing
• Transition from CAPEX to OPEX

Realize innovation and transform with an end-to-end digital
supply chain to drive business growth.
Businesses struggle with the traditional
supply chain operating model, which is
more supply driven than demand driven.
The traditional model doesn’t offer the
flexibility, responsiveness and agility to
deal with supply and demand changes or
customer expectations.
Businesses need to address both the
complexities of global operations and
the risk from the lack of end-to-end
visibility. They need to ensure planning
and execution are more responsive for
faster, accurate and unique fulfillment
experiences; to meet regulatory
compliance; and to make decisions with
reliable, near-real-time information.
They need to transform and innovate
their supply chain and stay at the
forefront with new technologies in a
hyperconnected, globalized world to
differentiate against competition. Supply
chain leaders want to overcome limitations
of legacy IT systems, siloed processes,
and constrained financial and human
resources in order to modernize through
process standardization, digitalization and
automation with emerging technologies.
Transform your business with an endto-end, digital supply chain
In today’s experience-driven economy,
new customer’s demands bring supply
chain to the epicenter of business. This
shift demands capabilities to drive

standardization and digitization to respond
rapidly and deliver a personalized customer
experience. DXC Supply Chain
Management (SCM) for Oracle Cloud© TM SM
provides logical, prepackaged solutions,
which are easy to adopt and deploy across
supply chain business functions to meet
aggressive time-to-market (TTM) needs. The
solution leverages digital technologies and
allows clients to create digital threads,
which enables automation and seamless
flow of real-time information to help the
supply chain become more demand-driven,
efficient, customer-centric and responsive.
Trust an experienced partner
Oracle Cloud is one of the most
comprehensive suites of cloud solutions,
with end-to-end architecture for modern
supply chains, to digitally connect and
transform business. DXC Technology offers
a complete solution with the accelerators
and skills to successfully migrate,
transform and realize innovation through
digitation and automation.
• Higher customer satisfaction:
A global manufacturing company
positioned itself as a leader in the
Industrial Internet with their journey to
cloud. The company consolidated from
200 to 40 enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems. They also implemented
data-driven Internet of Things (IoT)
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automation and predictive analysis to
transform processes and provide endto-end supply chain visibility.
• Reduce cost and drive revenue:
A growing technology startup
deployed Oracle Cloud Applications to
modernize its supply chain operations
to ensure a scalable, future-proof,
cloud-based solution.
• Speed to deploy: A regional cement
manufacturing company wanting to
compete against a large company
needed to replace its end-of-life ERP
system with a modern platform.
Oracle Cloud Solution increased
internal efficiency and visibility and
streamlined processes from production
to sales to meet TTM needs.
Why DXC?
Comprehensive: DXC provides high
value Oracle business services for
Oracle Cloud, including assessment and
advisory, transformation, applications
management, automation and robotics,
business process outsourcing (BPO) and
IT outsourcing (ITO). DXC provides the
capability to replatform, rearchitect,
and rehost non-Oracle applications, and
integrate between business applications
and Oracle Cloud.
Cloud expertise: DXC brings wide
expertise in implementing cloud solutions,
including Amazon Web Services and
Microsoft Azure together with Oracle
Cloud services. DXC offers SCM agile
process automation to perform data
discovery and both drive and deploy
more efficient process in the uptake
of SaaS SCM.

Scale: DXC has over 16,000 experts
servicing more than 200,000 clients
worldwide. Our Oracle experts
average 10+ years of Oracle experience.
DXC implements and executes a rigorous
Oracle implementation certification
program in collaboration with
Oracle University.
Speed to value: Our preconfigured
DXC Oracle Toolkit provides a consistent,
repeatable approach to accelerate cloud
migration and deliver business results
in weeks, not months, that includes
questionnaires, configuration workbooks,
test scripts and automation.
Partner alliance: As an Oracle Cloud
Select partner with over 20 years of
experience and an Oracle Cloud Managed
Service Provider (MSP), DXC has a formal
alliance with the Oracle Cloud Success
Management team. Moreover, DXC is
also part of Oracle Cloud Excellence
Implementer (CEI) program, which
recognizes superior customer cloud
implementation services.
Key features
DXC Supply Chain Management for
Oracle Cloud provides choices for the right
strategy and solutions to build a modern,
demand-driven supply chain. Our solution
offers a 360-degree view of inventory
from point-of-origin to point-of-sale. The
offering facilitates faster adoption of
digital technologies to operationalize
innovations and optimize new product
launches, helps improve supply chain
effectiveness and buyer experience, and
supports mergers and acquisitions. DXC
helps reduce IT architecture complexity
and cost of ownership (application, data,
infrastructure, integration) by minimizing
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existing customizations and integrating
with other point solutions. Our experts help
mitigate execution risks, ensure successful
transformation to cloud and maximize
returns on IT investment for long-term
value.
Get the business value you need with
digital supply chain
DXC Supply Chain Management for
Oracle Cloud demonstrates value
possibilities quickly with multiple
choices to meet the unique needs of
any organization. The prepackaged
solution, with embedded best practices,
dashboards, and a set of standard
integrations and conversions, helps
minimize customizations and reporting
efforts to enable faster implementation
and time to market. An iterative
implementation approach, coupled
with frequent process and feature
updates from Oracle, helps pace and
tune long-term transformation and cloud
adoption. Our low-cost starting point and
predicable pricing with clearly defined
scope and timelines provide greater
control of contract spend and require
little or no new budget. We help
companies transition from CAPEX to
OPEX and realize innovation.
Next steps
Engage our Oracle SCM cloud experts to
assess your readiness and discuss key
business drivers and challenges. Our SCM
transformation assessment will help you
evaluate current state challenges and
opportunities offered by modern digital
supply chain to prioritize and achieve the
desired future state and business value.
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